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A: Welcome back to Radio RAM English Zone ‘strefa angielskiego’ on typical mistakes in English. 

B:  And today we’re going to discuss and explain 2 typical mistakes. 

A: The mistakes are: ‘Family town’ and ‘if you have a time’. 

B: So, please listen carefully if you want to speak better English! 

A: OK, so where are we today? – Let’s choose a card…. (rustle) 

B: Today we’re walking and talking in a park. 

A: Oh, how nice. Let’s start. It’s a beautiful day for a walk, isn’t it, Verity? 

B: Yeah, that’s right. ‘Having a lovely day here, but tomorrow, I’m going to a town called Konin. 

A: Koniń, 

B: Yes Konin. 

A: I know that town. That’s my wife’s family town. 

B: Oh, you mean your wife’s hometown. Oh, that’s interesting. Can you recommend some places for me to go, please? 

A: In Konin? Umm… that will be a little bit difficult because Konin is a little bit like Harlow in England. 

B: Oh, no, not Harlow. 

A: Yes, there are a lot of colourful tower blocks in Konin though. 

B: Oh I love tower blocks. 

A: Yes, beautiful architecture from communism and also there’s a very nice power-station. 

B: Oh, wonderful, power-stations – beautiful. 

A: Obviously, if you have a time to visit them. 

B: If I have time, I’ll try and visit them. But do recommend anywhere else? 

A: Yeah, go back on the road to Wrocław and you’ll be much happier. 

B: I think that sounds like a good recommendation, thank you Terry. 

B: OK, now let’s put it into your own context. 

A: Konin is my hometown. If I have time, I’m going to stay in Wrocław, really. 

B: (ha ha ha) OK, Put the correct English into a personal context and you won’t forget it. 

B: New RAM English Zone on typical mistakes. 

C: With Terry Clark-Ward, and the very special, young lady, Verity Duncan. 

 


